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From oligopeptides to sweet proteins‡
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NMR OF DILUTE PEPTIDE SOLUTIONS WITHOUT A
CAT

The first time I worked with Murray Goodman was in
1970. Since 1959, with the publication of a pioneering
work on [L-Glu(OMe)]n (OMe, methoxy) homo-oligomers
[1], Murray Goodman had been considered worldwide
the most prominent figure in the field of oligopeptides.
In particular, he had promoted detailed chemical and
physicochemical studies on oligopeptides [2] with the
goal of determining the type and stability of the basic
conformations, such as the α-helix and the β-sheet,
that they were supposed to share with proteins. During
the same period, I had been involved in the NMR
study of polydisperse polypeptides that, in spite of the
merely statistical significance of limiting conformations,
indicated well-defined helix-coil transitions [3,4]. In
1969 I asked Murray Goodman if I could spend a
short time in his laboratory to see whether the NMR
behavior of polyaminoacids could be also found in pure
monodisperse oligopeptides.

When I managed to visit his laboratory in the
Brooklyn Poly, in the fall of 1970, I found plenty of
well-characterized oligopeptides and limited NMR time
on the 220 MHz spectrometer located in the Rockfeller
University. This spectrometer had the highest field
available at the time and was equipped, in principle,
with a rudimentary computer to add spectra, the CAT.
However, at the time I was using it, the CAT was
not working, so I had to work long shifts at night
to run spectra at very low speed, an inexpensive,
albeit tedious, way with scanning spectrometers to
record spectra of dilute solutions. The results were
satisfactory and led to a publication of which I was very
proud, showing that indeed it was possible to monitor
a helix-coil transition also in oligopeptide solutions [5].
Whenever Murray referred to our work he used to say
that the spectra had been recorded by a human CAT.

The main result of my short stay in Brooklyn,
however, was not the publication in PNAS [5] but the
understanding, through many discussions with Murray
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and with Fred Naider, a newly acquired friend, of the
importance of bioactive peptides.

In fact, as a consequence of my stay in Brooklyn, I did
change my main research interest from polyaminoacids
to bioactive peptides.

SMALL MOLECULAR WEIGHT SWEETENERS

During my stay, I also heard for the first time
of the interesting problem of the interaction of
sweet molecules with their receptor. Murray was just
beginning to study sweet peptides, but I did not
pay too much attention at the time. The interest in
sweet compounds and that in conformational studies
of bioactive peptides came together thanks to Claudio
Toniolo, a former post-doc with Murray Goodman, who,
in 1973, asked me whether I was interested in studying
by NMR the conformation of aspartame that he had
independently synthesized in Padova. Aspartame was
the first peptide sweetener that would soon dominate
the market of artificial sweeteners, but its mechanism
of action was unknown. Claudio’s proposal was going
to influence not only my research for many years but
also my relationship with Murray, since from then on
our collaboration and competition were centred on the
problem of sweetness (and bitterness). We managed to
propose a likely solution conformation for aspartame
[6] and discussed it with Murray, who had just moved
to La Jolla.

In the following years, while Murray Goodman
continued his efforts in determining the structure-
activity relationship of sweet dipeptides by chemical
synthesis [7 and references therein], the group in
Naples (Lelj, Tancredi and Temussi), in collaboration
with Claudio Toniolo (Figure 1) in Padova, the other
Italian city most linked to Murray Goodman, proposed
a model of the active site of the sweet receptor [8,9].

At first, this model was not accepted by Murray,
who understandably thought that cartoon models had
too many limitations and preferred to rely on solid
experimental evidence. Therefore, I decided to go and
work with him again in order to compare our views.
These two approaches, i.e. the synthetic one and the
indirect model building, were compared during a second
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Figure 1 The Italian connection. La Jolla 1984: from left to
right, Murray Goodman, Piero Temussi and Claudio Toniolo
(Courtesy of P.A. Temussi).

(longer) visit to Murray’s laboratory in San Diego, during
the second half of 1984.

The comparison led to a substantial agreement on the
models of receptors for sweet and bitter tastes [10,11].
Later on, Murray developed his own model that, while
incorporating most of the features of our model [12],
differed in the detailed steric aspects [13].

To put it in a nutshell, our model was consistent
with an extended conformation of aspartame, whereas
the Goodman model favored a folded conformer. X-
ray studies were not sufficient to give an unequivocal
answer, since the conformer found in the crystal
structure of aspartame [14] was consistent with
Murray’s model but that of the more rigid and sweeter
[(L-α-Me)Phe2] aspartame [15] was consistent with ours.

SWEET PROTEINS

From 1984 on, the work on sweet compounds by the
Naples group was less intense but the collaboration
with Murray Goodman continued indirectly through
the organization of the Capri workshops that were
generously supported by him. In addition to creating
a nice international melting pot, I could use these
meetings to discuss with Murray the latest aspects
of sweet compounds, particularly when I began to work
on monellin [16].

During the past few years we have resumed work
on sweet compounds but exclusively on sweet proteins.
The renewed interest in sweeteners came mainly from
the identification [17] of receptors for sweet taste.
Since it has been demonstrated that small molecular
weight sweeteners and sweet macromolecules interact

with the same T1R2-T1R3 receptor [18] we have
tried to find a common mechanism and possibly to
validate old models of the active site [12,13]. It is not
easy to understand how low molecular weight sweet
compounds and sweet proteins can activate the same
receptor. The mentioned indirect models of the active
site [12,13] based on the shape of small sweeteners
would also be compatible with the interaction of
proteins if, on the surface of the proteins, there are thin
protruding features that can probe the active site, i.e.
‘sweet fingers’ chemically similar to small sweeteners.

Among the known sweet proteins there is no
sequence homology. There is also little similarity among
the tertiary folds of brazzein, monellin and thaumatin,
the three proteins of known 3D-structure. The only
common elements among the three proteins are short
segments of secondary structure, β-sheet loops. All
three loops host residues consistent with glucophores
already identified in small sweeteners [18]. Based on the
sequences of these loops we have recently synthesized
three cyclic peptides, but none of them was able to elicit
a sweet taste. Since there are no obvious alternative
choices for putative ‘sweet fingers’, it is necessary to
look for different explanations of the high biological
activity of the parent proteins [19].

The presence of ‘sweet fingers’ is not the only possible
explanation of the sweet taste of proteins. The sweet
taste receptor is a G-protein coupled receptor similar to
the dimeric metabotropic glutamate m1-LBR receptor
[20]. The similarity between the sequences of the two
chains of the T1R2-T1R3 receptor and that of the single
chain of the homodimer of the m1-LBR mGlu receptor is
sufficient to allow model building and to assume that it
has the same general features. Existing sweet receptor
(SR) models [20,21] have been built from the mouse
sequence, using the crystal structure of the N-terminal
domain of mGluR1 [22] as a template.

If the SR has the same characteristics as mGluR1,
it should exist as a mixture of ligand-free forms in
equilibrium [22]: free form I, the ‘inactive’ conformation
with two open protomers (dubbed Roo) and the free
form II (active, open-closed: Aoc), nearly identical
to the ‘active’ complexed form. Stabilization of the
active form may result either from complexation of a
small molecular weight sweetener in the glutamate-like
pocket (depicted by old models) or from the attachment
of a sweet protein to a secondary binding site on
the surface of free form II. The actual feasibility of
this binding was checked by docking calculations of
brazzein, monellin and thaumatin to a model receptor
built from the mouse sequence, using the active open-
closed (Aoc) form of mGluR1 as a template [21]. All
three sweet proteins fit a large cavity of the receptor
with the wedge-shaped surfaces of their structures.

Unfortunately, I could not discuss these findings with
Murray since I could not attend the last two Capri
meetings, but I do hope he would have appreciated this
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last effort that, like all our work on sweet molecules,
benefited enormously from his seminal work on sweet
molecules.

Recently, we have also modelled the active site of
the T1R2-T1R3 receptor that accepts aspartame [23].
The bottom of the cavity is very similar to old indirect
models [12,13] but the resolution is not sufficient to
discriminate between the two models. However, we
are close to knowing the correct answer since there
is little doubt that the 3D-structure of the receptor, and
possibly also of its complex with aspartame, will soon
be available.
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